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Introduction Introduction 

To To 

Mathematical Biology IIMathematical Biology II
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Mathematical BiologyMathematical Biology

� Ecology and Evolution

� Cell Biology

� Infectious Diseases

� Genomics and Computational Biology

� Neuroscience

� Physiology

� Developmental Biology (Morphogenesis, Cell 
Growth and Cellular Differentiation)  

� etc
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Global Challenges: Complex, MultiGlobal Challenges: Complex, Multi--

disciplinary Questionsdisciplinary Questions

� Human population is swelling toward 10 billion. All 

these people need adequate food, clean water, housing, 

good health, a secure and pleasant environment. To 

stay within the planet’s carrying capacity, we are going 

to have to be extraordinarily clever about how we use 

the Earth’s resources.

� What are the  impacts of our actions on the 

environment we depend on?

� How does the natural world function?

� How do we plan for the inevitable changes to come?
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Human WellHuman Well--being and the Natural being and the Natural 

EnvironmentEnvironment

� A basic but challenging need is the ability to 

quantify how well the ecosystems we depend on 

are doing, so that we can determine whether 

they’re getting better or worse.

� When we (mathematicians) examine  ecosystem 

health, how do we define it? 
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Ecosystem Health and BioEcosystem Health and Bio--diversitydiversity

� An ecosystem that is more diverse, is more robust 

and healthier – and the people who depend on it are 

less vulnerable.

Examples:

1. Potato blight of Ireland in 1840s (Irish Potato 

Famine). A third of the population depend on 2 

species of potato and both were susceptible to the 

disease. A million people starved.

2. Rice grassy stunt virus of Asia in 1970s. 6,000 species 

of rice and only one withstood the virus. By 

hybridizing that type of rice, rice cultivation could be 

saved.
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QuestionsQuestions

� What do we mean by biodiversity?

� How do we measure it? A first attempt is to simply 
use the number of species. More species imply 
greater diversity.

� How do you effectively count the number of species, 
particularly when comparing different ecosystems in 
which species may be easier or harder to find?

� How does the length of time you explore an 
ecosystem affect the number of species discovered?

� How does the number of species discovered in a day 
decrease or increase over time?
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Mathematical challenges in area of Mathematical challenges in area of 

humanhuman--wellwell--being and natural environmentbeing and natural environment

� We need clear, mathematically precise criteria to measure 
biodiversity that are robust even given the difficulties of 
gathering data in sometimes harsh environments.

� We need models of animal migration that take climate 
change and other human disruptions into account. Network 
theory and others might offer an opportunity for 
developing richer models than existing ones.

� We need mathematical models that will describe how 
agriculture both affects and is affected by the availability 
and quality of fresh water.

� We need improved monitoring methods using statistics, 
machine learning and remote sensing to allow us to detect 
changes in the environment much more quickly.
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Managing HumanManaging Human--Environment Environment 

SystemsSystems

Example: Fish don’t stop at 
international boundaries. They 
swim where they will. This 
willfulness has created nasty 

problems for fishery managers 

(disputes between nations, broken 

agreements and collapse of fisheries). Some of these 
problems can be solved by mathematicians.
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Mathematical challenges in the area of Mathematical challenges in the area of 

managing humanmanaging human--environmental environmental 

systemssystems

� Management problems often involve finding the 

optimal solution to a set of mathematical equations. 

For example, we want to know how many fish we can 

catch per year to get maximum harvest over the long 

run, or how we minimize the spread of invasive species.

� Methods for finding the optimal solutions in systems 

with large variability are essential to solving these 

management problems.
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World's Fish Supply Running Out, Researchers WarnWorld's Fish Supply Running Out, Researchers Warn
(Journal of Science) by Juliet Eilperin Washington Post Writer, November 3, 2006

• Economists’ and ecologists’ warning:  No more seafood as of 
2048

• Based on 4-year study of
• Catch data
• Effects of fisheries collapses

• Causes
• Overfishing
• Pollution
• Other Environmental Causes

• Loss of Species affects oceans’ ability to 
• Produce seafood
• Filter nutrients
• Resist the spread of disease
• Store CO2

10
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OverfishingOverfishing Threatens Food SecurityThreatens Food Security

• Fish: A vital source of protein for billions

• Fish provide roughly 40 per cent of the protein 
consumed by nearly two-thirds of the world's 
population. 

• For example, over a billion people throughout Asia 
depend on fish and seafood as their major source of 
animal protein. But, fish have moved into the luxury-
style, high-priced food class. 

• The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) warns that fish, long regarded 
as the "poor man's protein", is diminishing globally as a 
result of increasing market demand and overfishing. 
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World Major Marine Fishing AreasWorld Major Marine Fishing Areas
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GLOBAL TRENDS IN THE STATE OF MARINE GLOBAL TRENDS IN THE STATE OF MARINE 

FISHERIES RESOURCES 1974FISHERIES RESOURCES 1974––20042004
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World marine catch (million World marine catch (million tonnestonnes) ) 

by major marine fisheries areasby major marine fisheries areas
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Rebuilding Depleted Fish StocksRebuilding Depleted Fish Stocks

(challenging necessity)(challenging necessity)

• Seven of the top ten marine fish species -- which together 

account for about 30 percent of all capture fisheries 

production -- are fully exploited or overexploited. This means 

that major increases in catches cannot be expected from 

them, and serious biological and economic drawbacks are 

likely if fishing capacity for these stocks is further increased. 

• Regions with fish stocks in greatest need of recovery include 

the Northeast Atlantic, the Mediterranean Sea and the 

Black Sea, followed by the Northwest Atlantic, the 

Southeast Atlantic, the Southeast Pacific and the Southern 

Ocean.
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Emerging Ocean DiseasesEmerging Ocean Diseases

Disease is increasing among most marine 
organisms (Ward and Lafferty, 2004).

Examples: Recent epizootics (epidemics 
in animals) of Atlantic Ocean bottlenose 
dolphins and endangered Florida 
manatees.

Contributing Factors include

•global warming

•habitat destruction

•human overfishing

•etc 
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OverfishingOverfishing Implicated in Implicated in 

Sea Urchin EpidemicsSea Urchin Epidemics

• Sea urchin epidemics have risen over the last 30 
years, and diseases have                                      
decimated urchin populations in many parts of the 
world. 

• In the early 1980s, an epidemic killed more than 95 
percent of the long-spined sea urchins (Diadema
antillarum) in the Caribbean. After the urchins died,  
prevalence of seaweeds increased dramatically; 
today, many coral reefs  there are dead. 

• Biologists have suggested that overfishing urchin 
predators such as toadfish (Opsanus sp.) and queen 
triggerfish (Balistes vetula) may have played a role in 
this epidemic. 

17
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Fish Population Models Fish Population Models 

• Stock-recruit relations 
have been used in 
fisheries modeling and 
management since the 
1950’s.

• At generation t, 

• x(t) = Parents or 
spawner stock

• x(t+1) = Offspring or 
recruits.
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Parametric Models Parametric Models 
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Modified Modified BevertonBeverton--Holt ModelHolt Model
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Total Allowable Catch (TAC)Total Allowable Catch (TAC)

• Many fisheries are regulated using TAC.
• A TAC within a system of individual transferable quotas (ITQs) 

is currently used to manage the Alaskan halibut fishery.
• The Alaskan halibut is one of the few success stories in the 

book on US fisheries management. The TAC did a reasonable 
good job of preventing overfishing, but created another set of 
problems.

• Regulated open access:  If TAC is imposed on a fishery where 
access to the resource is free or of minimal cost, fishers have 
an incentive to “race for the fish,” trying to capture as large a 
share of the TAC for themselves before the cumulative harvest 
reaches the TAC and the season is ended.

• Regulated open access may result in a severely compressed 
fishing season where vast amounts of “fishing effort” are 
expended in a few day (halibut derby…Prior to 1995…one or 
two day season).

- fishers sit idle or re-gear and cause overfishing in other 
fisheries.

21
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Periodic Proportion Periodic Proportion PolicyPolicy (PPP)(PPP)
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Periodic Proportion PolicyPeriodic Proportion Policy

• Under PPP, fishing mortality in a given area is 

varied periodically. Typically, the area is closed 

for a period of time, then fished, and then 

closed again. The openings of the different 

areas are timed so that at least one area is 

open to fishing each year.

• PPP is actually being used in the management 

of the Atlantic sea scallops, corals, sea urchins, 

etc.
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Pulse RotationPulse Rotation

The area is closed for (p-1) years, then the 

area is pulse fished for one year, then 

closed again for additional (p-1) years, 

then pulse fished again for one year, etc.
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Symmetric RotationSymmetric Rotation

The area is closed for p/2 years (p even) 

and then fished at a constant rate for the 

next p/2 years.
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Constant Proportion Policy (CPP)Constant Proportion Policy (CPP)

• y(t) = a x(t)

• a =G(F, m), where F is constant.

• CPP is transparent, easy to implement and 

acceptable to fishers.
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Harvested Fish Stock Model Harvested Fish Stock Model 

• Escapement

• Model
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CPP and Asymptotically Constant CPP and Asymptotically Constant 

Population DynamicsPopulation Dynamics
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CPP & Stock Steady State CPP & Stock Steady State 
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CPP & CPP & BevertonBeverton--Holt Model Holt Model 
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CPP & Modified CPP & Modified BevertonBeverton--Holt ModelHolt Model
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A. –A. Yakubu, M. Li, J. Conrad and M. L. Zeeman, Mathematical Biosciences, 2011.
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CPP & Ricker ModelCPP & Ricker Model

• Ricker Model:

(salmon) 2.0
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CPP & Ricker ModelCPP & Ricker Model

Under Ricker stock recruitment and CPP, the stock size decreases
smoothly to zero with increasing  levels of harvesting. 

Period-doubling reversals L. Stone, Nature 1993.  
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CPP & Modified Ricker ModelCPP & Modified Ricker Model
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A. –A. Yakubu, M. Li, J. Conrad and M. L. Zeeman, Mathematical Biosciences, 2011.
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Periodic Proportion Policy (PPP)Periodic Proportion Policy (PPP)
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PPP & Asymptotically Constant PPP & Asymptotically Constant 

Dynamics Dynamics 
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PPP & PPP & BevertonBeverton--Holt Model Holt Model 
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PPP & Modified Ricker Model PPP & Modified Ricker Model 

38
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Alaskan HalibutAlaskan Halibut

39
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Halibut DataHalibut Data
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Pacific HalibutPacific Halibut
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Parameter EstimationParameter Estimation
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““FittedFitted”” Modified Ricker Model Modified Ricker Model 

VrsVrs Halibut DataHalibut Data
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HalibutHalibut’’s Future & Fishing Pressures Future & Fishing Pressure
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Stochastic Model Stochastic Model 

(Random Environment and Fisheries)(Random Environment and Fisheries)
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Unstructured Populations in Unstructured Populations in 

Random EnvironmentsRandom Environments
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Stochastic Halibut ExtinctionsStochastic Halibut Extinctions
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Cod FisheryCod Fishery

The Atlantic cod has, for 
many centuries, sustained 
major fisheries on both 
sides of the Atlantic. 

However, the North 
American fisheries have 
now largely collapsed. 
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Georges Bank Atlantic CodGeorges Bank Atlantic Cod

49
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Cod Data From Georges BankCod Data From Georges Bank
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Parameter EstimationParameter Estimation
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““FittedFitted”” Ricker Model Ricker Model VrsVrs Cod DataCod Data
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CodCod’’s Future & Fishing Pressures Future & Fishing Pressure
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Stochastic Cod ExtinctionsStochastic Cod Extinctions
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Halibut and Cod Sustainability Halibut and Cod Sustainability 

• Under high fishing mortality, halibut is vulnerable to 
sudden population collapse while cod is vulnerable to 
a steady decline to zero. 

• Under harvesting levels from the last 30 years, CPP 
did a reasonable job of preventing collapse of 
halibut, but left Atlantic cod at risk of collapse. 

• Under increased uncertainty, such as more severe 
weather extremes as predicted by models of climate 
change, fisheries managed by CPP may be more 
susceptible to collapse. 
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Per Capita Growth RatePer Capita Growth Rate
(Negative and Positive Density(Negative and Positive Density--Dependent Factors)Dependent Factors)

• Negative density-dependent factors

• Resource depletion due to competition

• Environment modification

• Mutual interference

• Cannibalism, etc

• Positive density-dependent factors

• Predator saturation 

• Cooperative predation

• Increased availability of mates

• Conspecific enhancement of reproduction, 
etc
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AlleeAllee EffectEffect

• An Allee effect occurs when the per-capita 
growth rate increases at low stock size. 

• A strong Allee effect occurs when there is a 
positive equilibrium stock size A, the Allee
threshold, such that the per-capita growth rate 
is less than one for lower densities (that is, 
g(z)<1 for z<A) and is greater than one for some 
densities greater than A. 
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AlleeAllee Effect In Harvested Fish Stock Effect In Harvested Fish Stock 

Model Model 
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S. J. Schreiber, Theor. Pop. Biol. 2003
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Predator Saturation Induced Predator Saturation Induced 

AlleeAllee EffectEffect
• The Allee effect is known to occur in populations that are 

subject to predation by a generalist predator with a 

saturating functional response.

• Many fish populations prey on cod larva and juvenile, but 

cod adults are so large that they have few predators; 

typically sharks only. 

• Unlike cod, halibut is close to the top of the food chain of 

most marine ecosystems. In the northern Pacific, its 

known predators are the orca whale, sea lion and salmon 

shark. 

Let
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Mate Limitation Induced Mate Limitation Induced AlleeAllee EffectEffect

• Another mechanism that can force an Allee effect to 

occur in populations is mating limitations. 

• A field experiment of Levin et al. reported that 0% of a 

small dispersed group of sea urchins Strongylocentrotus

franciscanus were fertilized, while a fertilization rate of 

82.2% was found in the center of a large aggregated 

group of sea urchins.  

Let
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Double Double AlleeAllee EffectsEffects

• Two or more Allee effects are known to occur in 
fish populations. For example, in cod Gadus
Morhuastock populations, indivduals in small-
sized populations experience both reduced 
fertilization efficiency and reduced juvenile 
survival due to a cultivation effect.

L. Berec, E. Angulo and F. Courchamp, Trends in Ecology and Evolution, 2006
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Parameter EstimationParameter Estimation
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Fitted Ricker Model Fitted Ricker Model VrsVrs DataData
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Ricker Ricker VrsVrs Modified Ricker Modified Ricker 
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Fitted Ricker Model PredictionsFitted Ricker Model Predictions
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Sea ScallopSea Scallop

• The Atlantic sea scallop resource is healthy and is harvested at
sustainable levels. 

• Fishing effort has been reduced in order to keep the sea scallop fishery 
sustainable. 

• Areas where scallops can be harvested are rotated to maximize scallop 
yields and protect beds of young scallops as they grow. 

• Scallops are a good low-fat source of protein and are high in selenium 
and B vitamins (USDA). 

• The U.S. sea scallop fishery is extremely important to our economy and 
is the largest wild scallop fishery in the world. 

• In 2009, U.S. fishermen harvested 58 million pounds of sea scallop 
meats worth over $382 million. 

• Massachusetts and New Jersey are responsible for the majority of the 
U.S. harvest
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Georges Bank & MidGeorges Bank & Mid--Atlantic ScallopAtlantic Scallop
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Sea Scallop DataSea Scallop Data
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Parameter EstimationParameter Estimation
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Pulse Versus Symmetric RotationsPulse Versus Symmetric Rotations
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Conclusion  Conclusion  

• Under harvesting levels from the last 30 years, the CPP did a 
reasonable job of preventing the collapse of the halibut, but 
left the Atlantic cod at risk of collapse. Using Lyapunov
exponents, we obtain that under increased uncertainty, 
such as more severe weather extremes as predicted by 
models of global climate change, fisheries managed using 
CPP may be more susceptible to collapse.

• At high fishing mortalities, pulse PPP  leads to both highest 
sea scallop yield  and sea scallop steady state biomass.

• At low fishing mortalities, CPP can lead to highest scallop 
yield with lowest steady state biomass.

71
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Thank You!
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DataData

74

Table 1. Important species landed or raised in the Northeast, their landings, L ( thousand mt), ex-vessel revenue, R ( $, 
millions), and prices,P ( $ per lb), 1995-1999

Year L R P L R P L R P L R P L R P

American lobster Sea scallops Blue crab Atlantic salmon2 Goosefish

1995 31.8 215 3.06 8 91.1 5.16 56.7 101 0.81 10 56.7 2.56 25.1 36.1 0.65

1996 32.5 243 3.39 7.9 98.2 5.64 37.7 64.3 0.77 10 46.2 2.1 25.332.3 0.58

1997 37.5 272 3.29 6.3 90.5 6.56 45.3 82.7 0.83 12.2 49.5 1.84 28.3 35.2 0.56

1998 36.3 255 3.19 5.6 76 6.19 39.1 90.1 1.05 13.1 60.4 2.09 26.7 33.9 0.58

1999 39.7 323 3.69 10.1 123 5.5 39 80.6 0.94 12.2 58.2 2.16 25.247 0.85

Hard Clam Surf clam Menhadin Squid Loligo Cod

1995 4.2 42.1 4.5 30.1 47.1 0.71 345 45.7 0.06 18.5 23.8 0.58 13.7 28.6 0.95

1996 3.2 35.1 4.94 28.8 42.6 0.67 283 37.9 0.06 12.5 18.6 0.68 14.3 26.7 0.85

1997 4.4 44.5 4.62 26.3 38.9 0.67 247 33.8 0.06 16.2 26.5 0.74 13 24.6 0.86

1998 3.6 41.2 5.2 24.5 33 0.61 249 44.4 0.08 19.2 32.7 0.77 11.125.5 1.04

1999 3.5 40.7 5.25 26.7 34.1 0.58 189 33.2 0.08 18.8 32.2 0.78 9.7 23.9 1.11


